* 7 Days 6 Nights 5 Rounds Tokyo Golf *
(Happoshu Package)
Day 1 :

Arrival in Tokyo - Hakone

Arrive in Tokyo airport, your tour guide will meet and welcome you. Proceed to your hotel in Hakone where you
will check-in for 1-night stay.

Day 2 :

Hakone – Mount Fuji

(Breakfast)

Check out of the hotel and transfer to Daihakone Country Club, where you will play
your first 18 holes. Enjoy the rich natural beauty of the Sengoku Highlands, against
the backdrop of the mountain ranges along the Hakone Crater. This delightful course
features 18 handmade and uniquely landscaped holes, including the 17th Hole par 3
with strategic and beautifully landscaped bunkers in the shape of a lotus flower. Home of the CAT Japan LPGA
Tournament in summer. After your game, check-in to a hotel in the vicinity of Mount Fuji for 2-nights stay.

Day 3 :

Mount Fuji

(Breakfast)

Enjoy splendid views as you play a round at the Hakone Yunohana Golf Course.
Located at 3,000 feet above sea level, the boasts spectacular elevated views of the
Sagami Bay and Mount Komagatake in the distance. Though fairly flat, the course is an
enjoyable test with subtle undulations on the fairways and its bent grass greens.

Day 4 :

Mount Fuji – Narita

(Breakfast)

After checking out of the hotel, we will head over to the beautiful Fuji Golf Course
located at the foothills of Mount Fuji. The course is one of Japan’s most renowned
traditional golf courses with wide and flat fairways that weave through a dense forest
of Japanese Red Pine. Enjoy a pleasant round with generous views of the iconic
natural attraction. After your game, check-in to a hotel in Narita for 3-nights stay.

Day 5 :

Narita

(Breakfast)

Play at the Narita Course, Taiheiyo Club. Designed by the legendary Gary Player, this is
one of 17 courses in Taiheiyo Club’s spectacular stable of courses. Gary Player
marveled at the suitability of the natural terrain, where level marshes and undulating
plains curve subtly through idyllic creeks and groves to create a challenging and
memorable layout. Strategy and accuracy is key on this course.

Day 6 :

Narita

(Breakfast)
Cap off your Japanese golfing escapade at the Lakewood Sohsei Country Club. Perfectly
designed to play through the seasons, there is a two greens system in play for each hole,
each with a different type of grass for play in summer and then for winter. This
charming course plaits through a forest of pine and cherry trees. It hosted the
prestigious Cisco World Ladies’ Matchplay won by Annika Sorenstam back in 2001.

Day 7 :

Departure from Narita

(Breakfast)

Free till departure transfer from hotel to airport for homebound flight.
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